Phages, viral parasites of bacteria, share fundamental features of pathogenic animal and 13 plant viruses and represent a highly tractable empirical model system to understand viral 14 evolution and in particular viral host-adaptation. Phage adaptation to a particular host 15 genotype often results in improved fitness by way of parallel evolution whereby 16 independent lineages hit upon identical adaptive solutions. By contrast, phage 17 adaptation to an evolving host population leads to the evolution of increasing host-range 18 over time and correlated phenotypic and genetic divergence between populations.
have been employed in experimental evolution studies encompassing a broad sweep of 38 phylogenetic diversity and different forms of genomic organisation [1, 4] . In this article we 39 summarise recent advances in our understanding of viral host-adaptation arising from 40 experimental evolution of phages. We highlight the differences in the pattern and 41 process of phage evolution depending upon whether adaptation is against a fixed or a The implication of parallel adaptation is that the mutations involved have consistent 74 beneficial effects on fitness, as phages optimise their interactions with host processes in 75 the context of their own genetics and ecology. However, these fitness effects can be 76 highly specific, with different adaptive paths open to different genotypes. Individual 77 mutations may not act independently, but rather be dependant on the pre-existing 78 genetic background (i.e. epistasis) [7, 10] . When three related species of phage were 79 adapted to a host, parallel evolution within each species was high, but the different 80 species did not acquire similar mutations at homologous sites as they adapted [21] .
81
Epistasis, coupled with an incomplete understanding of the precise structures and 82 processes involved in the phage lifecycle, mean that whilst qualitative phenotypic trends 83 occurring as a phage adapts to its host tend to be predictable, anticipating the exact 84 effects of selection in shaping phenotype or genotype has proved somewhat difficult. For 85 example, adaptation to altered host receptor lipopolysaccharide resulted in changes to 86 the ϕX174 virus capsid as predicted, but these changes were located internally, not in 87 the receptor binding site, and seemed to play a more general role in enhancing capsid 88 stability than receptor specificity [11] . Likewise, selection under conditions favouring an 89 altered lysis time yielded phages with phenotypes qualitatively in line with predictions but 90 significantly divergent from the values predicted by a theoretical model [22, 23] .
91
Nevertheless, the fact that phage fitness tends to plateau under consistent selection 92 [6,7,10] points to a dynamic in which evolution on a fixed host is selecting for an optimal 93 phenotype in the context of the experimental conditions, towards which the population 
113
Viruses within a population can also compete with one another. Clonal interference,
114
whereby the rate of adaptation is inhibited by competition between different beneficial 115 mutations, can be a major impediment to adaptation [30] although at high mutation rates 116 and population size its effects can be somewhat alleviated by mutational supply [31].
117
Where supply of hosts is limited, multiplicity of infection (MOI) is high, and virus clones 118 can co-infect the same host. Co-infection can allow for recombination, potentially 
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The classic study demonstrating the propensity for parallel molecular evolution in 
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Demonstrates that host evolution accelerates phage evolution, also leading to greater 
